The Azuga Long Life Asset Tracker is a battery operated asset tracking device with superior cellular and GPS performance and exceptional power management. This device is manufactured by CalAmp, and is designed for managing assets that will be deployed for long periods without power or maintenance needs. You can greatly reduce yard checks and improve asset recovery and reclamation.

Azuga Asset Tracker lets you monitor the location and status of your assets with one easy-to-use Web interface, featuring dynamic maps, real-time alerts, historical reports and more.

Rugged asset tracking with extremely long battery life

**Applications include:**
- Trailers and shipping containers
- Generators, Mobile lights and signs
- Mobile storage units
- Construction
- Heavy equipment

### FEATURES
- Superior cellular and GPS wireless performance
- Long battery life up to 5 years with 1 location report per day
- Sealed, rugged enclosure to withstand harsh weather (IP67)
- External surface mountable
- Built-in motion sensor
- Internal GPS & CDMA antennas for easy installation
- Geofence and in-motion alerts
- Detailed historical activity reports

### SPECIFICATIONS
- **Dimensions**: 2.25” (L) x 2.25” (W) x 10.5” (H)
- **Weight**: 2 pounds
- **Location Technology**: 50 Channel GPS (with SBAS, DGPS)
- **Communication Modes**: CDMA packet data and SMS
- **Operating Temperature**: -22° to 164° F, -30° to + 75° C
- **Humidity**: 95%RH @ 122°F non-condensing
- **Shock and Vibration**: U.S. Military Standard 202G, and SAEJ1455
- **Operating Voltage**: 3.6 volts
- **Battery**: Lithium polymer field replaceable battery pack
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